
 

My Reading Record 

Category: ✓ 1. Print Fiction  □ 2. Print Non-Fiction   

✓ Title / □ News Headline / □ Website: The B. F. G  Date: __________________ 

✓ Author / □ Director: Roald Dahl 

✓ Publisher / □ Producer / □ Newspaper: Puffin Books 

 

Genre of the book / movie: 

✓ Adventure       □ Love story / Romance     □ Ghost / Mystery story    

✓ Fairy tales      □ Crime / Detective      □ Classics       

□ Science fiction     □ Short stories       □ Others _______________  

 

I find the book:  

 

 

     ✓ Very interesting   □ Quite interesting     □ Not too bad    □ Boring 

 

In not less than 50 words, describe the content of the story / book briefly. 

In the kingdom of giants, all giants eat people. Only dream-blowing giant, who appears to be shorter in the group, does not eat people. They kind-      

hearted man would blow good dreams into the children’s brains with a trumpet while they were sleeping. Therefore, he was called the ‘dream-blowing 

giant’. Until one day, a little girl called Sophie found him, and then an interesting adventure took place.                                        
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Write a brief comment or your impression of the book.  

- touching: Through The B.F.G book, I think the truth in the book can make us understand that we need.                                     

- messages I learnt: To treat others with a friendly attitude when we come into contact with them, so that they will treat us kindly, regardless of our 

 appearance, and we will not bully others because they are weaker than us.                                                            

 

The character I like most is Sophie because when she faced the man-eating giants, although she was afraid, she would still bravely cooperate with the  

‘dream-blowing giant’ to subdue them. The character I dislike most is giants because they will bully those who are weaker than them.                 

 

If I could rewrite the beginning / ending / any part of the story, I would make the following changes: 

If I were the characters, I would want to accompany the kind ‘dream-blowing giant’ side, together with different places to travel and adventure.         

 

Write 6 words or phrases you learnt and give the explanations of the words.  

1.  orphanage ( 孤兒院 )  2.  oppress   ( 壓迫 )    3.  whereabouts  ( 行縱 ) 

4.   insomnia  ( 失眠 )   5.   weak   ( 弱小 )    6.   kindness   ( 仁慈 ) 

 

 


